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Overview
Introduction
Background and Objectives

Skyline View from North Minneapolis, Source: flickr-Doug Wallick

Introduction

Youth violence has always been
considered a public safety issue, but it
has most recently been addressed as
a public health concern. Nationally,
metropolitan regions are researching
efforts to identify and improve
neighborhood assets such as youth
programming and youth-serving
agencies in order to prevent youth
violence.

first goal is to fill information gaps
in order to guide citywide youth
violence prevention efforts. The
second goal is to increase awareness
of available resources among youth
and youth-serving providers in the
community.

The research presented in this report
focuses on on two main goals in
conducting an assessment of youth
programs and organizations. The

•

We have identified five to help
achieve these goals:

•

Complete a neighborhood risk
assessment of youth violence
Provide a demographic analysis
of the “at risk” target area

•
•
•

Provide a national and local case
study review of youth serving
inventories
Update the target area’s current
community resource inventory
Conduct focused conversations
with target area youth to provide
perspective on current agencies
and programs.

After research analysis and findings
from all five tasks are presented,
this report concludes with
recommendations for the future and
questions for further exploration.
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Background and
Objectives
Background

The Minneapolis Department of
Health and Family Support promotes
health equity in Minneapolis through
collaboration and partnerships.
Additionally, the department builds
community capacity to promote the
health and well-being of the City’s
increasingly diverse population. The
Youth Coordinating Board, founded
in 1985 is an inter-department
collaboration which has championed
the healthy development and wellbeing of Minneapolis youth through
collaborative action and policy
coordination. Additionally, the City
of Minneapolis has commissioned a
youth violence prevention task force
to address critical issues.

Objectives

Considering the role that the
prevention of youth violence plays
in neighborhood revitalization, it is
extremely important that an ample
amount of resources be dedicated to
providing children the opportunity
to grow and develop without the
continuing threat of youth violence.
In order to support the ongoing
effort to make this important
aspiration a reality, the Minneapolis
Youth Programs Assessment Project
contains two overarching objectives.
These objectives are targeted at
two groups: the policy-makers,
and the youth and their caregivers.
The two objectives that provide the
foundation of this report are the
following:

North Minneapolis. Source: Google Earth

1. It is absolutely necessary to fill
information gaps in order to guide
citywide youth violence prevention
efforts.
In order for the City of Minneapolis
to successfully address the issue of
youth violence, then those charged
with crafting effective policy
must have the most accurate and
up-to-date information possible.
Armed with better resources and
information, policy-makers should
be better equipped to build critical
partnerships in the community and
create effective prevention strategies
through improved programming.
2. In order for prevention strategies
to be successful, greater awareness of

resources among youth and youthserving providers must be realized.
It is simply not enough to improve
youth programming and craft new
strategy. The greatest difficulty to
making programming more effective
remains the challenge of making
these programs more visible and
accessible. Therefore, capacity
building must occur to ensure that
the resources made available by
prevention efforts are maximized to
the highest possible level.
These objectives will guide
our investigation in order to
produce thoughtful and informed
recommendations for future
direction and research.
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Project Activities
Analysis of Risk for Youth Violence
Demographic Analysis of Target Area
Literature and Case Study Review
Minneapolis Community Resource Inventory
Perspectives from Young People
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Analysis of Risk for
Youth Violence
Risk Assessment Approach
Problem Statement
How can we assess the risk of youth
violence by neighborhood? What
factors determine whether a neighborhood is prone to higher levels of
youth violence?
• Environmental factors
• Normalization towards violent
behavior
At the beginning of the Minneapolis
Youth Programs Assessment Project,
it was critical to conduct the youth
violence risk assessment as early in
the process as possible in order to
determine where children are the
most vulnerable to violence. Once
the most at-risk neighborhoods
were determined, we were in a better
position to direct our resources and
research towards this target area. In
conducting this analysis, we crafted
an approach that centered on the
characteristics of the environment
in which affected kids lived. More
specifically, it was necessary to
establish how many children live in
each neighborhood, and how much
violence exists within proximity to
where they live. By gathering data
revealing the number of violent acts
that occur in each neighborhood,
we would be able to determine the
area where children were more likely
to become normalized to violent
behavior. In other words, the more
normalization of violent behavior
among children that occurs, the more
likely that kids will perpetrate or be
victims of violent acts.

Annual North Mineeapolis Bike Fest. Source: bikewalkmove.org

Building upon previous work
completed by the Department
of Health and Family Support, it
was necessary to determine which
variables would serve as strong
indicators for the risk of youth
violence. Not only should these
indicators illustrate where youth
violence is more likely to occur, but
the data must also be available and
accessible. Given these criteria, the
following indicators were selected to
determine the risk of youth violence
by neighborhood.
Indicators for Assessment
• size of the youth population
• proportion of the youth
population
• percent of residents in poverty
• shots fired by neighborhood
• number of firearm related
assaults by neighborhood
• number of homicides by
neighborhood

First, it is intuitive that
neighborhoods with greater numbers
of children would also contain greater
risk for youth violence. Therefore,
the size of the youth population is
a benchmark indicator. However,
it is also important to determine
the size of the youth population
proportionally to the total population
of each neighborhood. The purpose
of including this indicator is to
determine which neighborhoods
have large youth/adult ratios. This
data reveals neighborhoods where
children have less access to adults
for support. These adults certainly
play an important function as rolemodels and mentors, often acting in
a capacity for intervention of youth
violence. In addition, the level of
poverty in each neighborhood also
remains an important factor. Higher
levels of poverty have been found
to correlate with higher levels of
crime, particularly property crime
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Maps 1- 3. Source: City of Minneapolis, Wilder Foundation

Maps 4-6. Source: City of Minneapolis, Wilder Foundation

and other crimes of necessity. This
data further reveals characteristics of
the environment in which affected
children live (Maps 1-6).
Concerning the instances of
violent acts, gathering data that
reflects neighborhood violence

is important in determining the
level of normalization for youth to
violent behavior by neighborhood.
Three indicators were chosen as
indicators of violent behavior. These
indicators were the number of shots
fired tracked by Shotspotter, the
number of firearm related assaults,

and the number of homicides. All
of these indicators reveal the level to
which neighborhoods are exposed
to violent behavior. Based upon the
normalization thinking, youth that
have the greatest exposure to violence
are more likely to be touched by it.
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Methodology

To gather the appropriate data for the
risk assessment, we utilized data from
the Wilder Foundation, which sorted
2010 census data by Minneapolis
neighborhood. In addition, crime
statistics were provided by the City
of Minneapolis Police Department.
These two sources provided the
data the made a neighborhood risk
assessment possible.
The methodology of the youth
violence risk assessment centered
around creating an index based upon
the six indicators selected to measure
the risk levels. Data was mapped by
neighborhood and then categorized
by Natural Breaks ( Jenks) to
represent low risk, moderate risk,
high risk, and greatest risk for all six
indicators (Table 1: Risk Levels).
After each of the indicators for the
neighborhoods were categorized
as low, moderate, high, or greatest
risk, each indicator was given an
associated score (0-3) representing
the level of risk (Table 2: Risk Score).
The summation of all six scores
from the six indicators for each
neighborhood yielded the total Risk
Index Score (RIS) (Table 3: Risk
Index Score). These scores were
tabulated and then mapped, revealing
the risk for youth violence in all of
the neighborhoods of Minneapolis
(Map 7: 2010 Minneapolis Youth
Violence Risk Assessment, and
Appendix B: Risk Index).
Youth Violence Risk Index
Mapping the results of the risk index
scores reveled that the greatest
concentration of risk for youth
violence in the City of Minneapolis
remains in North Minneapolis.

After generating these results, it was
determined that North Minneapolis
would be the target area for further
research. More specifically, the focus
of the project shifted towards the
following neighborhoods:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cleveland
Folwell
Jordan
Hawthorne
McKinley
Near-North
Willard-Hay

It is clear that policy makers must
be made aware of the risk of youth
violence that exists in this area. In
addition, the programming available
to youth in these neighborhoods
must be inventoried in a way that
is accessible to children and their
parents/care-givers. Analyzing the
risk of youth violence remains an
important first step in improving
prevention efforts for the most at-risk
neighborhoods. At this point, it is
important to conduct a demographic
study of the target area in order to
better understand the populations of
these neighborhoods.

Table 1. Source: City of Minneapolis,
Wilder Foundation

Table 2. Source: City of Minneapolis,
Wilder Foundation

Table 3. Source: City of Minneapolis,
Wilder Foundation

YWCA Beacon Learning Center. Source: ywcampls.org
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Map 7. Source: City of Minneapolis, Wilder Foundation
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Demographic
Analysis of Target
Area
Demographics

The second task of our analysis
is to provide a demographic and
socio-economic overview of the
target area. Many common trends
have affected the target area,
however each neighborhood has
important differentiations. The city
of Minneapolis gained population
between 1990 and 2000, however
North Minneapolis was gaining
population at a much faster rate
(Table 4: Population Trends). For
instance, Jordan had an 18-percent
and McKinley had a 14-percent
increase in population. However,
between 2000 and 2010 the seven
target neighborhoods lost many
residents. While Minneapolis’
population remained fairly stagnant,
Jordan had a 20-percent and
McKinley had a 14-percent decrease
in population. Near North is
particularly important because it is
the only neighborhood which gained
population between 1990 and 2010.
While it lost nearly 1,000 residents
between 2000 and 2010, it had such
dramatic growth the previous decade
that it had a four percent increase in
its overall population.
The target area has continued to
racially diversify (Figure 1:Race
of Target Area). Nearly all seven
neighborhoods lost White and
American Indian populations and
gained Black, Asian, and Hispanic
populations between 1990 and
2000. The only exception was the

Map 8. Source: US Census 2010, ACS 2009, Wilder Foundation

Table 4. Source: US Census 2010, ACS 2009, Wilder Foundation
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Near North neighborhood, which
lost some of its Black population.
However, between 2000 and 2010
the seven neighborhoods lost
population in all racial categories. As
a result, the racial makeup of most
neighborhoods has not dramatically
changed over the past decade. The
Hispanic population of the target
neighborhoods increased from four
percent of the overall population in
2000 to eight percent in 2010. At
the same time, the White population
decreased four percentage points and
the Black population decreased two
percentage points. Gains were made
in mixed race populations, which
now make up eight percent of the
population.
The age distribution of the target
area continues to be unique to the
City of Minneapolis (Map 8: North
Minneapolis Youth Assets, and Figure
2: Youth in Target Area). Children
under 18 years account for 35
percent of the overall population,
while children under 18 years
account for only 21 percent of
the City’s population. In 2000,
the proportion of the population
under 18 was even more distinct
but the neighborhoods’ loss of
population had a significant effect
on youth population. Nevertheless,
six of the seven neighborhoods
have youth populations ranging
between 33 and 39 percent. The
Cleveland neighborhood is the
one outlier, with figures more
consistent to city averages. Over
the past two decades, the number
of single parent households has
increased dramatically throughout
Minneapolis, but especially in the
target area.

Figure 1. Source: US Census 2010, ACS 2009, Wilder Foundation

Figure 2. Source: US Census 2010, ACS 2009, Wilder Foundation

Socio-Economics and
Housing Stock

Socio-economically, statistics
vary from neighborhood to
neighborhood, but overall the target
area is underperforming city averages
(Table 5: Comparative Statistics).
It has a lower median income,
higher rate of poverty, and higher
unemployment rate. As a result, 58
percent of the households are costburdened, meaning their housing

costs (mortgage or rent) account for
over 30 percent of their income. As
a result, less money is available for
food, transportation, and childcare.
Additionally, the proportion of adults
with a high school degree is lower
than the Minneapolis average and
only 18 percent have a college degree.
Similar to the City of Minneapolis,
the target neighborhoods evenly
consist of homeowners and renters.
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However, North Minneapolis has
been specifically affected by the
housing collapse and foreclosure
crisis. The majority of the past
decade’s population loss has been a
result of displaced homeowners and
renters. As a result, the 2010 census
estimated 14 percent of housing units
to be vacant; hundreds of additional
homes have been condemned and
demolished over the past couple
years.

Neighborhood Schools

The target area includes 14
elementary and middle schools;
seven are public, six are charter,
and one is private. The target area
includes one public high school, two
alternative public high schools and
five charter high schools. Although
school enrollment information is
not readily available, an estimated
1,000 total students attend all eight
neighborhood high schools serving
grades 9 through 12, while 2,300
students between the ages of 15 and
17 live in the target neighborhood
(www.high-schools.com). As a result,
a large number of teenage students
attend high schools located outside
of the target neighborhood and/or
drop-out of high school.
Many students living within the
target neighborhoods attend other
Minneapolis public schools, charter
schools located throughout the Twin
Cities, or private schools throughout
the Twin Cities. Additionally, the
Choice is Yours program transports
2,100 Minneapolis students to one of
nine suburban school districts.
The addition of this program was
the result of an NAACP lawsuit
which determined Minneapolis
schools denied students an adequate

Table 5. Source: US Census 2010, ACS 2009, Wilder Foundation

education. Furthermore, the West
Metro Education Program is a $14
million state-funded integration
system which offers open-enrollment
schools (Star Tribune, 2011).
Failed educational policies have
led to an extremely deconcentrated
school network. Gifted, failing, and
mainstream youth living in the target
neighborhoods attend hundreds of
schools. As a result, it is difficult
to track school location patterns,
success statistics, and risk indicators.
Additionally, it is difficult to make
the connection between school and
youth programming, especially in
high school when students often
participate in student activities and
sports teams instead of neighborhood
programs.

MLK Day. Source: Blackvoices.com

Henry School Valedictorian. Source: Henry High School
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Cookie Cart. Source: flickr.com Network For Good

Literature and
Case Study Review
One technique for preventing youth
violence is to conduct an inventory of
community and youth services and
programs in a neighborhood, then
provide maps, lists, and databases of
that information to the public. The
rationale behind this approach is
that many youth and their families
are unaware of the services that are
available to them, and unsure how to
connect with these resources, thereby
missing positive opportunities in
which to invest their time.
There are a number of ways to
structure the data-gathering phase of
an inventory, including using youth
themselves to research, survey and

interview residents and organizations
in their own neighborhoods. The
result of such an approach is often
highly successful because youth
are willing to talk with other
youth in a more open and honest
way, and those who are gathering
the data gain valuable work and
research experience, as well as an
in-depth understanding of their
neighborhood.
Our team conducted a review of
practice literature to examine case
studies of youth inventories as
well as mapping both locally and
nationally. We used three primary
approaches to gathering information.
First - a review of academic
databases through the University of
Minnesota’s library portal; second
- Internet searches using Google,
Google Scholar, and web links from
youth-focused organizations; and

third - personal phone interviews
with individuals involved in creating,
managing, or maintaining youth
service inventories. We aimed to
obtain information on a number
of variables for each case study,
though complete information was
not always obtainable. Full results
of this research are presented in a
matrix (Appendix J), with narrative
on key inventories presented below.
Where possible, full text documents
have been saved electronically and
submitted along with this report on
CD/DVD.

Questions for
Assessing Case Studies

Some of the questions we asked
throughout this research were:
•

Do “youth service inventories”
help communities connect to
resources and avoid violence?

Minneapolis Youth Programs Assessment Project
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North High football team.
Source: northsider.org

•
•
•

What kind of inventories are
there and who has done them?
How are they used/updated and
by whom?
What are their strengths and
weaknesses?

In addition, we explored the strengths
and weaknesses of each approach,
as well as the level of information
provided, the targeted audience, and
the platform of delivery.

Local Examples of Youth
Service Inventories
MNhelp.info - Youth Corner
This project is a statewide
collaboration between theMN
Department of Health’s Statewide
Health Improvement Program
(SHIP), the MN Board on Aging,
and MinnesotaHelp.info. It is a
statewide community inventory with
primary focus on aging populations,
however it contains a separate
webpage and section titled “Youth
Corner” (Figure 3: Youth Corner).
From Youth Corner users can search
directly for youth-serving agencies
and programs, or they can access
three other online services: Youth
Resource Advisor, Project C3, and
iSeek.

North High chess tournament.
Source: minnesotapublicradio.org

Youth Resource Advisor is a
personalized service that asks
questions in 13 catagories such as
housing, transportation, and money
management, and provides the user
with a downloadable list of services
and programs tailored to their
situation and needs.
Project C3 stands for Careers,
Communities, and Connections
and is a web portal “connecting
youth to community and careers”. It
also provides links to a searchable
database of youth-focused services
and programs. It is a collaboration
between PACER (a Parent training
and information center for families
of youth with disabilities), the MN
Department of Employment and
Economic Development’s Vocational
Rehabilitation program, and the MN
Department of Education (Figure 4:
Project C3).
iSeek is an online portal to career
advice and job searches throughout
the state, a project of MN State
Colleges and Universities. iSeek is
not a youth-focued inventory, though
youth may use it.

Youth Services Inventory:
a list or directory of tangible
services or programs available
to a community.
vs.
Asset Mapping:
a process of graphcially
depicting often intangible
community strengths such
as public capital, culture,
relationships, and institutions.

A Quality Inventory is:
- Comprehensive
- Descriptive
- Unbiased
- Adaptable for regular updates
- Multipurpose
Source: MN Department of Health,
Social Design Notes

Information Gathered on
Case Studies:
- who started or manages it
- who can update it
- how funded
- platform
- elements
- approaches
- strengths
- weaknesses
- assistance to community

Access: public website. Users can
create a “My Corner” account to save
Minneapolis Youth Programs Assessment Project
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searches and favorites. There is also a
live chat room, email, and a toll-free
number for questions.
Updates: Includes a provider portal
where registered agencies can sign
in to keep information up to date
themselves.
Organization: Youth information isn’t
readily available from the home page,
users must first select Youth Corner
and then conduct a search, or select
the “search by topics” tab, then drill
down from “target populations”>”age
groups”>”youth”.

Figure 3: Youth Corner. Source: MNhelp.info

Data: contact information, web links,
service description, fees, hours, areas
and clients served, eligibility, and
date last updated.

family focused, with the intention of
preventing youth gang participation
and violence.

Usability: has search feature on each
home page, presents truncated list of
results with links to more details.

Minneapolis Health and Family
Support has created a locally-specific
database using informatin gathered
with this inventory, and in the next
section of this report we will provide
more details on this inventory and
the comprehensive updates that our
research team made to the database
(pg 16). For this section, we provide
the overview below.

Extent: 4,429 entries listed under
“youth”.
OJJDP Strategic Planning Tool Community Resource Inventory
This inventory was funded and is
managed by the Bureau of Justice
Assistance and the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention (OJJDP), Office of
Justice Programs, U.S. Department of
Justice. It originally began as a way
for communities involved in OJJDP’s
Gang Reduction Program to assess
and address gang problems, but
since has been expanded to serve any
interested community nation-wide.
Communities can access information
on planning, risk factors and types
of programs, and can create a locallyspecific database of resources that
is password protected. Resources
in the inventory are youth and

Access: password-protected, not
public. Password is given to schools
and youth organizations, not directly
to youth or families.
Updates: anyone with the password
can update or add a resource.
Organization: programs grouped into
approach (prevention, intervention,
or supression) and type (service,
funder, human resource, or
infrastructure).
Data: includes contact info, program
type, goal, services provided, income
restrictions, voluntary vs. involuntary,
daily client load, area of service, and
risks addressed.

Figure 4: Project C3. Source: MNhelp.info

Usability: has search feature, presents
resources as a list of links and a
matrix by age-range.
Extent: 93 Minneapolis resources
listed, including politician’s offices,
mentoring, summer programs,
daycares, and afterschool programs.

Minneapolis Youth Programs Assessment Project
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that includes information on day
care, after-school programs, camps,
mentoring, and tutoring. In addition,
a list of crisis, counseling, and legal
service hotlines is provided to benefit
families as a whole (Figure 6: Stairstep
Foundation Guide).

Figure 5: Sprockets Frogtown Guide.
Source: sprocketsstpaul.org

Figure 5: Stairtep Foundation guide.
Source: stairstep.org

Saint Paul Sprockets
This inventory grew out of the
Second Shift Commission established
by St. Paul mayor Chris Coleman in
2006 to develop out-of-school ways
to enhance youth learning. It is
supported by a partnership of youthserving non-profit organizations, the
City of Saint Paul, and Saint Paul
Public Schools (Figure 5: Sprockets).

Organization: home page offers
search for programs or link to
community calendar.

Text, images, and graphics on the
website are targeted to a teen user
audience, including a facebook realtime comment feed in the sidebar.
Sprockets staff from local youthserving agencies enter and update
program information, agencies
cannot update it themselves. The
website has a searchable program
finder and a community calendar,
with a pared-down, simple user
interface.

Usability: has information presented
via search feature and community
calendar.

Access: public website. You can also
sign up to receive updates via email.
Updates: Sprockets staff update
information, organizations cannot.

Data: includes contact information,
link to map, narrative description,
link to program website, cost
and scholarship information,
languages, ages, time frames, and
type of program. Also included is
information on free circulator busses.

Extent: one open-ended search
returned 69 results, including
cultural, sports, and academic
programs.
Stairstep Foundation
This inventory is the creation of
Stairstep Foundation His Works
United churches in Hennepin
County. It provides a list of familyfocused services and programs
available at affiliated churces. This
paper publication includes a chapter
on services for children/youth

A version of the 2009 publication can
be accessed online, but it is a static
document, without functionality
to update information in real time.
The original publication indicated
intention to make information
available on a website, along with a
form for agencies to provide updated
information, so updates could be
published monthly. Website link
currently does not function, and
further research did not reveal an
updated version, so it appears the
2009 publication is a snapshot of
services in a point in time.
Access: free publication, available for
download or paper copies can be
ordered from participating churches.
Updates: static publication, has not
been updated.
Organization: provides a list of
churches, some of which offer
youth services, with more detailed
information on each church and a list
of the types of programs offered, such
as classes, culture-specific ministry,
and jobs/employment services.
Data: contact information,
denomination, community served.
Usability: no search feature. Only
information provided on program
itself is title, users must contact
church for information about hours,
fees, other parameters.
Extent: 77 churches are listed, most
of which offer at least one youth
program.

Minneapolis Youth Programs Assessment Project
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Youth Action Crew Project
This project began with Rebecca
Saito and her husband R. Delroy
Calhoun, both Howland Endowed
Chairs at the University of
Minnesota. They started the first
YAC group which created a youth
map of the Whittier neighborhood
in South Minneapolis. A series of
city-wide and county-wide endeavors
followed, organized by partnerships
of the Youth Work Institute, the
University of MN, the Minneapolis
Youth Coordinating Board,
Hennepin County, Carvery County,
and metro-area cities.
Most projects followed a curriculum
designed by Saito, McBride, GriffinWiesner & Gilgen in 2009 that
included an inventory and mapping
of youth services in addition to
other youth development activities.
The Youth Coordinating Board
collaborated in this endeavor and
also provides a list of youth services
and programs on its website.
Access: maps widely distributed in
communities.
Updates: static publication, no
updates.
Organization: maps show locations
of parks, schools, restaurants,
businesses, libraries and other youth
programs and services.
Data: map location, contact
information, director or owner’s
name.
Usability: maps are straightforward
and simplified for easy use, storage.
Extent: Each map differs, but often
averages 20-40 resources per map.

National Examples

In addition to the inventories
profiled, our team also collected
data on several national examples.
The results are tabulated in a Youth
Inventory Matrix (Appendix J).
National inventories profiled:
• 2-1-1 Virginia
• California Homeless Youth
Project
• Capitol Area Workforce
Investment Board Program
Inventory for Youth
• Chesterfield County, VA Guide
to Youth Services
• City of Mountain View Youth
Action Plan Report
• Hanover, VA Career Student
Resource’s E-Career Guide
• Kentucky Youth Policy
Assessment
• Monroe County, PA Youth
Program Inventory Project and
PoconoInfo
• National Community Youth
Mapping Project
• North Minneapolis Asset
Mappping - Youth Chapter

Several commonalities exist between
these interviewees’ projects.
Partnerships were often more fruitful
in first initiating a youth service
inventory process than endeavors
by a single entity. This was often
because pooled financial and staff
resources were available. In addition,
Those inventories that were fully
internet-based web applications
were the easieset to maintain,
as organizations could update
information themselves and users
could search the database using
keywords. Those inventories that
were stored in offline Access or Excel
databases, then uploaded as static or
dynamic programs to websites often
required much more staff time and
resources to keep current.
Full interview note summaries are
included in Appendix I.

Phone Interviews

To enrich and provide depth to our
research approach, our team also
conducted personal phone interviews
with several organizers, managers,
and/or those who maintain
community inventories.
Interviewees were:
• Jana Carter, Chesterfield County,
VA Guide for Services for Youth
• Jocelyn Wiedow, Saint Paul
Sprockets
• Jared Erdmann, OJJDP
Community Service Inventory
• Ann DeGroot, Youth Action
Crew Project

St. Anne’s planting. Source: treetrust.org

Bright Waters School. Source: razoo.com
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Analysis of Findings

Techniques that Succeed
• Partnerships – need strong
coalitions to establish & maintain
good inventories.
• Online as well as paper form so
can be kept up-to-date.
• Consider a phone app.
• Allow organizations to update
their own info.
• Work with local nonprofits to
identify resources.
• Collect info in multiple ways –
survey, research, interviews.
• Searchable according to address.
• Include information on
transportation options.

Beacons gathering .Source: www.beaconsminneapolis.com

Challenges
• Agencies often use them more
than youth.
• Need to be online to stay updated
– this presents challenges to
those without Internet access.
• Out of date as soon as they are
produced.
• Require huge investment of staff
time and money to establish and
maintain if agencies can’t update
the information themselves.
Minneapolis Community Resource Inventory. Source: nationalgangcenter.gov/SPT/CRI:

Minneapolis CRI
Assessment of Youth Serving
Programs

Youth Programs Findings
We spent about two weeks updating
the Minneapolis Community
Resource Inventory (CRI)
specifically related to youth programs
in target neighborhoods. The
database is updated as of December
10, 2011. We did our research

through web-based search inquiries
to update data. The key findings
were:
• There are about 41 total
agencies/organizations (33
physically located within
the community) offering
youth programs in the target
neighborhoods. An additional
eight agencies are near the target

•

neighborhood. These agencies
are mostly located to the north
of the target area, in the Camden
neigborhood, south of the
target area in Harrison, and two
agencies are located downtown
but serve North Minneapolis
youth.
Through these agencies, roughly
84 programs serve North
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Siblings. Source: thefamilypartnership.org

•

Minneapolis and are physically
located in North Minneapolis.
This number of programs
increases to 142 programs if we
include agencies with addresses
located outside of target
neighborhoods but serving the
target neighborhoods.
The Family Partnership
offers the highest number of
youth programs. The Family
Partnership is a nonprofit
organization (formerly Family
& Children’s Services) that has
been around over 130 years and
merged with Reuben Lindh
Family Services in January 2011
(Appendix H).

A Discussion of Process:
Community Resource
Inventory Updating
While updates were made, one
challenge to consider is that this
inventory is ever-changing and
frequently outdated due to many
factors including some one-time
events being considered programs,
program name changes, youthserving agencies going out of

PCYC Wilderness Camp. Source: http://pcyc-mpls.org/

business and new ones starting that
might not be listed yet.
We worked through the inventory
and did research finding addresses,
phone numbers, and programs
offered for numerous organizations.
This ended up being very time
consuming because in order to
capture a thorough idea of the
number of programs, you must
count each program offered by each
organization in the community. The
second major challenge we ran into
was categorization of programs.
We found the current way of
categorizing the types of programs
currently is inefficient and ineffective
because some programs can fall
under more than one category.
For example, summer program
and youth leadership were both
original categories in the inventory.
It is highly likely that some of the
programs listed under “summer
programs” have a youth leadership
focus as well. These overlaps will
make it difficult to measure gaps
in certain types of programs. We

recommend looking into alternative
ways to categorize these programs
such as by age groups or by address.
Youth-Serving Agencies Surveying
Initially our plan for this task, in
addition to updating the CRI, was to
design a survey to send out to youthserving agencies within the target
neighborhoods (Appendix G).
The key question raised as we began
this task were:
• What information do we want to
obtain from these agencies?
• Who do we want to get this
information from within the
agencies?
• Should the questions be
qualitative, quantitative, or a
combination of both?
We created some sample questions
geared towards getting a combination
of qualitative and quantitative data
to analyze. Some of the important
questions were: What resources
do you think are missing or lacking
for serving youth? A couple more
quantitative-based questions were,
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Church Youth Group.
Source: presbyterytwincities.org

how many youth does your agency
serve annually? What are your
top three sources of funding? This
last question could potentially be
followed up with a question where
the participant can rank these as
primary, secondary, and tertiary.
Unfortunately due to methodological
issues and time, we were unable to get
a survey sent out to these agencies.
The City of Minneapolis Department
of Health and Family Support felt
it needed to clearly figure out what
information it wanted to gain from
the surveys and how it would be
useful. The starter questions we
created will be used as a guide for the
department in the future.
Another aspect we were asked to
provide insight on was to analyze
the feasibility of using maps to create
point in time snapshots of the types
of youth-serving businesses in the
target neighborhoods. What we
noticed from mapping the programs
and agencies is that GIS is actually

Juxtaposition Arts Youth.
Source: henry.k12.mpls.mn.us

not a very good tool to use unless we
were to include a bunch of other stuff
in the maps such as local businesses,
restaurants, churches, etc. because
you’d only have a few dots on the
map since the concentration of
numerous programs would not show
well. For instance, a lot of programs
fell along/near West Broadway
Avenue or at schools/parks. Looking
back 10-20 years the locations would
probably be the same except for
brand new independent programs
such as Juxtaposition or Cookie Cart.
Otherwise major agencies, such as
Minneapolis Parks & Recreation and
the Family Partnership offer different
programs over time, but their central
agency location remains the same.
We think an explanation of each
agency and its programs is much
more helpful than looking at a map
with few points. Not only would
there be an ample amount of time
researching property information
such as addresses, updating the maps
would be another task in itself.

Wooddale Urban Youth Group.
Source: Wooddale church

Perspectives from
Young People
Youth Focus Groups
The fifth, and one of the most
important, task of the project gathers
youth perspectives on programming
and violence prevention efforts A
total of thirteen youth attended
two focus groups held at the
Downtown Minneapolis Library in
mid-November. Participants were
recruited by the Youth Coordinating
Board and all lived in the target
neighborhood. Complete notes with
questions and responses are located
in Appendices E and F.
Existing Programs
Participants responded positively
to existing programs, but many
details need to be adjusted for
the youth serving network to
be more successful. Students
mentioned nearly one dozen
programs** throughout the focused
conversations, but they did not
necessarily participate in all of
these programs. It appears that
only a third of the participants were
actively involved in youth serving
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Halloween. Source: flickr, Nunzinthehood

programs; however a large majority of
participants were involved in sports
and activities sponsored by their high
schools. Students who do participate
in current programs were primarily
informed and/or encouraged by
youth leaders, the youth bus, school
system, and friends.
There were not striking reasons why
students chose not to participate in
neighborhood programs, but some
reasons mentioned include: lack of
encouragement to participate, lack of
advertising, change in programming
staff with new/ unfriendly workers,
inconvenient and/or unsafe locations
(parks), inconvenient times, and lack
of transportation. Money was only
mentioned as a barrier in reference
to YMCA programs. Primarily,
participants did not participate
because their friends did not attend
the programs and students involved
in certain programs were either
violent or just “hung around.”
Specific programs mentioned were
positively referenced so it was
unclear why they were unattended
by most focus group participants; it
was assumed that most participants
were actively involved in their

Farview Park Soccer. Source: MPRB online

schools and did not have time for
these programs but believe they are
positive influences for other youth
participants.
**Neighborhood programs
mentioned include Youth
Coordinating Board, Youth Bus,
YMCA, Beacon, Step Up, Boys
and Girls Club, Camden Youth
Engagement Group, Biggers, Young
Life, Juxtaposition Arts, Police
Athletic League, Mad Dads, and
Fight Club.
Potential Programs
Participants were very responsive
about new youth serving programs
and ideas for reducing youth
violence. Students primarily
discussed the need for additional
services which focus on academics
(specifically math and writing help),
athletics, life skills, and outreach.
Many students did not have time to
participate in programs because they
had homework. Participants also
expressed interest in job training and
development. One idea specifically
involved the development of a youth
business center where students could
further explore careers paths, create

resumes, apply for part-time jobs, and
receive college application assistance.
Participants also expressed need to
expand or create additional athletic
leagues and programs. The majority
of participants were involved in high
school athletics; it was mentioned
that those who participate in sports
are typically not involved in youth
violence. The need for a local gym,
providing strength and conditioning
programs was encouraged. The need
for low-cost dance, step, and selfdefense classes and/or studios was
also mentioned.
Youth violence prevention efforts
were mentioned by nearly every
participant. Suggestions included
youth rallies, non-violence
campaigns, education on youth
violence, and conflict resolution
classes. Additional programs for
youth to discuss their feelings in a
forum setting and one-on-one are
needed. Fight Club was addressed
as a potential solution, but some
participants did not believe the
program is effective. Art programs,
such as Juxtaposition, are needed
for youth to create memorials and
murals to remember community
members killed by violence.
Common Themes
• Kids like existing programs, but
do not necessarily participate
• Location, staff, and other
participants are important factors
• Participants placed an emphasis
and need for additional
programs focusing on school,
physical activity, college and
job development, and outreach
programs
• Kids were discouraged because
adults often ask for their opinion,
but do not implement their ideas
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Skating at Bohanon Park.
Source: thenorthsider.org

Key Questions for Further
Research

Below is a list of important questions
our research team noted for further
research:
•

•

•
•

•

If, after surveying youth in the
community and agencies serving
them it is found that program
participation is low, how can participation rates be increased?
If there are gaps in services
found, is more programming
needed? If so, how can this be
accomplished?
How many youth are these programs serving annually?
Should CRI updating be open &
shared among community members, community stakeholders,
and/or policymakers or solely
regulated by policymakers?
From our research we have found
CRIs to be useful to policymakers. Are they/could they be useful to kids and families?

Afrocentric Academy at North High.
Source: minnpost.com

Recommendations

As a result of this research
project, our team suggests the
recommendations below to the City
of Minneapolis Health & Family
Support.
1. Consider real time updating (RSS
feeds) for the CRI. The updates
should be frequent and accurate. We
did note however, the major barrier
to consider for this recommendation
are the resources. Time, staffing,
funding, and/or technical expertise
may make this somewhat difficult
to achieve depending on budget
projections.
2. Connect CRIs to mediums that
appeal more to youth such as social
networks (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
and mobile applications by creating
CRI-specific accounts on these
networks. This is important because
the City could get more feedback
from youth through these streams
as they participate in some of these
programs. For instance, Facebook
alone offers statistical analysis on
posts, comments, and surveys can

Youth at May Day Parade.
Source: flickr, Spikes Shoes

even be administered. Some youth
that are not outspoken may instead
be comfortable giving feedback this
way and it is free! These accounts
could also serve as a central resource
for many different programs and
organizations in the community.
3. Increase awareness of youth
programs by connecting with local
businesses and create sponsored
display cases, corkboards,
informational digital TVs, and
large banners specifically for youth
programming in these locations. One
suggested location by a child was
the Cub Foods on Broadway Avenue
North.
4. Hold more youth focus groups
to get a thorough account of
youth perspectives. Focus group
participants were not a representative
sample of youth in the target area
since they were recruited through/
from the City of Minneapolis Youth
Coordinating Board. This created
somewhat of a bias in information
due to the participants already being
actively involved in programs. The
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Getting Out Play. Source: northsider.org

perspectives from more kids not
as involved is very important for
creating outreach strategies and
awareness of programs because it will
allow you to find out why they may
not be interested or choose not to
participate.
5. Create three types of CRI user
accounts: residents, agencies, &
policymakers. Each user should
create a profile (each fillable profile
form should be different for different
accounts). Then, track the number
of users of the youth program CRI to
measure & determine if the inventory
is beneficial. If so, you will also be
able to find out who it benefits the
most and if those users are your most
intended users of the CRI.
6. Consider holding a set of open,
inviting, fun community forums in
the target area for youth and their
families. Invite all agencies in the
CRI to come with informational
tables. This would be an opportunity
to obtain valuable feedback/input
for youth programming in the
neighborhoods and connecting
youth programs to families.

Farview Park Pool. Source: northside.blogspot

Conclusion

Following the completion of the
requested research, we have drawn
the following important conclusions
in regards to youth participation in
programs and CRI management.
Transportation is an important
factor to youth participation
in these programs. The Youth
Bus, coordinated through the
Minneapolis Park & Recreation
Board, is a beneficial asset for
increasing access to youth programs.
However, more promoting,
awareness, and discussion of
potentially expanding route stops (if
needed) for this service should be
considered and discussed with the
community.
Partnerships achieve the best results
in youth inventories and mapping,
and this likely holds true for youth
program delivery as well.
We found through youth
perspectives that sometimes external
programs conflict with schoolbased/after-school programs such as

sports. Along with that, not all school
programs/activities are included in
CRI for youth programming.
There would be a huge lack of
access to online CRI in target
neighborhoods being that only 45%
of North Minneapolis residents
have computer and internet access
(Emerge.com, 2011).
CRIs are frequently outdated &
incomplete due to organizations/
agencies going out of business or
new ones developing, not everyone
provides all-inclusive information
on their website about the youth
programs they offer, and sometimes
temporary events might be
considered a youth program through
an agency.
Youth indicated that the people who
staff a program are very important
to their ability to connect with that
program. This indicates that youth
development, teaching, and coaching
training are important services to
offer to organizations and providers
of youth services.
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Youth at “Summer 612, Unlearning the Culture of Youth Violence”. Source: City of Minneapolis.

In conclusion, we were able to make
great strides in regards to the two
primary project goals highlighted
in the beginning of this report. Our
analysis consisted of community
resource inventory case studies, a
demographic analysis of the target
neighborhoods in Minneapolis
prone to youth violence, conducting
a risk assessment of the target
areas, updating the inventory,
acknowledging different factors

contributing to lack of knowledge
and access for youth to the program
inventory, analyzing the challenges
and benefits of community resource
inventories, and obtaining valuable
insight from youth’s perspectives in
the community. We were able to fill
informational gaps by conducting
a thorough analysis that focused
on looking at various factors at play
related to youth violence prevention.
Ultimately related directly to

the second goal, in addition
to our analysis, we developed
recommendations geared toward
addressing the concerns and
challenges of the youth program
community resource inventory. These
components can be utilized as a tool
for the Department of Health &
Family Support to increase awareness
of available resources among youth
and youth-serving providers in the
community.
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This Appendix has also been provided in electronic form.
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3. Are you:

Male

e." African (Somali, Ethiopian, Oromo, Liberian, etc.)
f. " Southeast Asian (Hmong, Vietnamese, Laotian, etc.)
g." Other Asian (Chinese, Japanese, Korean, East Indian, etc.)
h." Other:

Female

2. What school do you attend?

a." African-American
b." White/Caucasian
c." Native American/Indian
d." Hispanic/Latino

1. What’s your racial or ethnic heritage? [please check all that apply]

!"#$%&'()*+,-!

Task 5-Starter Youth Interview Questions

QUESTIONS

Opener: What programs for youth do you guys know of?

Warm-Up: Celebrity “guess who I am” game
• Explain how game works
o Everyone will have a “Hello My Name is…” sticker placed on their back.
You will be given 5 minutes to walk around and get hints about what
celebrity you might be from only yes or no questions from each other.
o After game, roundtable intros-everyone introduces themselves:
! Their name (if not comfortable sharing full name, first name is
fine) what neighborhood are they from, what school they attend)

Introduction of all Participants

INTRODUCTION
• Moderator, and basic rules of the session
• Inform the participants of basic purpose of the research and Minneapolis
Department of Health & Family Support
• Inform participants that the session is being recorded for research reference only,
no worries
Objective of focus group session
• We want to know:
o Kids’ perspectives about youth program options in their neighborhood
o Most important factors regarding selecting youth programs to participate
in
• Researching in hopes of providing the City of Minneapolis Department of Health
& Family Support with a thorough idea of program effectiveness & perspectives
in order to evaluate the need for improvements

Youth Programming
Focus Group Discussion Guide
12-14

15-17

18-20

21 or older

" Live in this neighborhood?
" Work in this neighborhood?
" Go to school in this neighborhood?
" Attend a youth program in this neighborhood? If so, what’s the name of the
program?
" Attend a church, synagogue, mosque or other faith-based institution here?
" Spend a significant amount of time visiting family here?
" Spend a significant amount of time visiting friends here?
" Other:
" I don’t spend hardly any time here.

LOCATION (general location is fine)

a. If YES, what program was it?

7. Have you ever gone to or participated in any of these kinds of youth programs—
like a program at a park or a church or community center, after-school or during the
summer?

6. Are you currently participating in any kind of youth program? If so, what program is
it?

e.

d.

c.

b.

a.

ORGANIZATION NAME

5. Are you aware of any programs or activities that are available for young people in
this neighborhood, things like after-school programs like Beacons, homework help or
mentoring programs, activities at a community center or park or Boys and Girls Club
or youth groups at a church—any youth programs like these? [Ask about programs
and for children and youth, ages 10-20]

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

a.
b.
c.
d.

We’re interested in how you might be connected to this neighborhood. Do you… (check
all that apply)

!

9-11

4. How old are you:

Appendix F: Focus Group Draft Questions
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1
1

e. An Automotive Tech Center where you could work on cars

f.

1

Having a Workforce/Career Center where youth could get a job,
sample different careers or create a youth-run business

Spending more quality time with your parents/guardian

Going to dances

Get involved in solving issues important to young people

i.

j.

k.

l.
1
1
1
1

Hunting, Fishing, or other Outdoor Recreation activities

l.

m. Hang out at a Coffee Shop run by and for young people

n. Participating in a homework help program after-school

o. Teen Center for young people

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Don’t know what’s available.
Not interested in anything that is offered.
Cost

10. What prevents you from participating in these things? Why don’t you participate in
youth programs? [ask open-ended but checkmark their responses]

community?

9. What other things would you like to see available to young people in this

1

m. Go to a Hip Hop Performing Artists Gathering

1

1

1

1

h. Having a non-family adult I can talk to

1

g. Have opportunities to compete in things OTHER than sports (like drill
teams, dance squads, etc.)

Participating in Organized sports

1

d. Participate in the creative and performing arts (different types of
dance, music, sculpture, drama, etc.)

2

2

1

Someplace where young people could do things like create their own
radio station or web site, record music and videos, like an Audio/Video
Tech Center

c.

2
2

1
1

b. Skateboarding and other X games-type activities

Not
At All

a. Going to an overnight camp

On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being highest, how interested would you be
in…

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

8. We’re interested in learning more about what young people are interested in doing
or having available in their neighborhood. How likely is it that you would check
out/participate in the following?

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

A
Lot

1

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

13. What would need to change to make your community a much better place for young
people? [IF THEY NEED SUGGESTIONS: like friendlier neighbors or teachers or
police officers, or more programs, or ?]

12. When you think about this community, are there some good youth-friendly people or
places that come to mind? For example, maybe there are some people at the
corner store or barbershop or other business, or maybe somebody’s house or
church or someone at a youth programs, who are there for you if need them?
Please give specific examples.

In addition to programs, we’re also interested in where young people might find youthfriendly support in their neighborhood.

f. Other ways you can think of that we should use to let youth know
what’s happening?

)

2

1

d. Computerized kiosks (like a cash machine) that you could search to
find out what was happening for young people around town, if they
were available in your neighborhood
e. Radio stations (which ones

2

1

c. Posters and flyers in the neighborhood

2

1

2

1

b. A telephone hotline

Not
At Al
Likelyl

a. A searchable web-page or something like it through the Internet

On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being highest, assuming these methods
were available to you, how likely is it that you would actually use
these methods to find out information …

11. We want to learn how best to communicate with young people like you about stuff
that’s happening in your neighborhood. How likely is it that you would access
information about events, programs and opportunities for young people through the
following ways:

Other:

Transportation
Have other responsibilities (at home, jobs, caring for sibs, etc.)
Don’t like the staff
Don’t like the youth that go there

5

5

5

5

5

Highly
Likely
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2
2
2
2
2
2

2

Low
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

3

3

3

3
3
3
3

4

4

4

4
4
4
4

5

5

5

High
5
5
5
5

1-very important
2-somewhat important

6. How important is it for transportation to be a part of the program to you?

5. Is transportation provided for these programs?

1 Always
2 Often
3 Sometimes
4 Rarely
5 Never

4. How often do you go to the program(s)/organization(s)?

1 Very familiar
2 Somewhat familiar
3 Not too familiar
4 Not at all familiar

3. How familiar are you with youth programs in your neighborhood?

2. List a few things that are important to you when you are deciding whether to participate
in a youth program?

1. What words would you use to describe your neighborhood?

14. On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the highest, how actively supportive
of young people are the following people?
a. Neighbors in my neighborhood
b. Teachers or school personnel at my school
c. Businesses
d. Members of the Faith community (churches, synagogues,
mosques)
e. Community Leaders (City Council members, School Board
members, etc.)
f. Parents
g. Youthworkers (staff of youth orgs)
h. Police
i. Anyone else who is really supportive of youth?

16. Do you feel like there are enough programs for kids in your neighborhoood?
1 Yes
0 No

1 – Youth programs
2 – Friends
3 – Afterschool
4 – Fun
5 – Safety
6 – Youth violence
7 –Crime

15. (Written) Word Association Keeping in mind that this is specifically related to youth
programs and your community, write down the first word that comes to mind when you
hear these keywords: (Give participants a few seconds after each word)

14. What was your absolute worst experience with a youth program you participated in?

13. What was your best experience with a youth program you participated in?

12. What types of programs do you think would help prevent youth violence?

11. When you go home after the programs/activities, how do you feel?

10. What do you like most about the programs in your neighborhood?

9. How much does it cost to participate?

8. What obstacles, if any, keep you from participating in programs?

7. If you have any friends that go too, how many go with you?
10
2 1-2
3 3-4
4 5 or more

3-important
4-not too important
5-not important at all
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Thank you very much for your participation. You can collect your gift card at the front table.

SUMMARY AND WRAP UP
• Summarize findings/closing recommendations
• Okay, that concludes our session. Are there any other comments or suggestions
you’d like to share with us before we finish?

21. What kinds of things would you like to see included in youth programs in the future?

20. What would you change about these programs?

19. What are some of the benefits of participating in programs for youth?

18. Why do you pick one program over another?

__Cost of program
__Convenience (close to home)
__Fun activities
__Number of your friends participating
__Transportation included

17. (Written) What are the most important factors you consider when deciding to participate
in a youth program? Rank from 1-5 with 1 being least important to you and 5 being the
most.

Appendix G: CRI
Survey Questions
Community Resource Inventory - Starter Survey Questions for Businesses:
Your feedback is important to us and will help us find effective ways to improve youth programming in North
Minneapolis. We will maintain confidentiality and not use your response for purposes other than our current research.
We assure you that this survey will only take about ____ minutes of your time.
1. Name of Organization:
2. Mission Statement:
3. How long has your organization been around?
4. What types of programs and services do you offer?
5. What is the average cost of participation for your programs?
6. How many young people does your organization serve annually?
7. What are the ages served?
8. What are your top three major sources of revenue?
9. What is your perspective on the availability of youth programs in North Minneapolis?

10. Do you feel the programs currently available are effective for preventing youth violence?

11. If you could change anything about youth programming in North Minneapolis what would it be? (1 or 2
suggestions)
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%#,!*$.=,'%!*(7$*+%2!+)!$.,$E!
$
D5"'$?-&F(6$4-&$7-/$-#$'5($+#0(#'-&7$"#6$?5"'$6+6#G'C$
• M6..,)%!()*+),!<,.'+()!$**(4'!5,(5*,!%(!$77,''!+%!9(.!9.,,!4+%#!)(!5.+)%+)=!
7('%'!<'E!$!5$5,.!8+.,7%(.2E!!
• ;-*,!%(!'#$.,!()*+),!8+.,7%(.2!4+%#!>(.,!5,(5*,!-,7$6',!)(!7('%!*+>+%'!()!
5.+)%+)=!-68=,%!
• R',8!%(!56%!,*,7%.()+7!7(52!()%(!8+'7'!9(.!(.=$)+C$%+()'3!-6%!76>-,.'(>,E!
• D)*+),!8$%$!>$)$=,>,)%!+'!>(.,!>$)$=,$-*,3!7$)!658$%,!>(.,!(9%,)3!'(!+9!
7$)&%!$99(.8!%(!8(!$!%#(.(6=#!$))6$*!658$%,3!7$)!4$+%!$!2,$.E!
• :,4!4,-!5*$%9(.>!4+**!#$<,!=.,$%,.!7$5$7+%2!%(!',$.7#!@,2!4(.8'3!4#+7#!+'!
'(>,4#$%!8+99+76*%!)(4!4+%#!;77,''!8$%$-$',E!!:(4!$!*+'%+)=!>+=#%!)(%!>$%7#!
65!4+%#!',$.7#!%,.>'!$!6',.!,)%,.'3!+E,E3!'#(%'!<'!+>>6)+C$%+()'E!!
• "(.@,8!<,.2!4,**!+)!-,+)=!
• ?$5,.!8+.,7%(.+,'!$.,!(6%!(9!8$%,!$'!'(()!$'!%#,2!$.,!5.+)%,8E!!
!
A-?$6+6$+'$H(#(4+'$'5($,-@@/#+'7C$$D5-$/3(3$+'$"#6$4-&$?5"'C$
• ?$.,)%'3!2(6%#!$)8!(.=$)+C$%+()'!6',!+%E!!!
• M(6)%2!=,%'!$!*(%!(9!+)9(.>$%+()!7$**'!'(!%#,2!4+**!4$*@!7$**,.'!%#.(6=#!%#,!
()*+),!=6+8,3!%,**!%#,>!#(4!%(!',$.7#!4+%#!+%E!!
!
A-?$+3$+'$4/#6(6C$
• B#.(6=#!7(6)%2!96)8+)=3!$)8!$!'>$**!=.$)%!%#.(6=#!S,5%!(9!L(7+$*!L,.<+7,'!
T6$*+%2!M#+*87$.,!A)+%+$%+<,!U(.+=+)$**2!9,8,.$*!>(),2VE!!!
• ?$2'!9(.!'%$99!%+>,!9(.!.,',$.7#E!!!
• B,7#)(*(=2!+'!'655(.%,8!-2!M(6)%2&'!%,7#)(*(=2!8,5$.%>,)%!!
!
A-?$@"#7$&(3-/&,(3$4-&$7-/'5$"&($"0"+1"H1($-#$7-/&$+#0(#'-&7C$
• ;-(6%!F/P3!-6%!)(%!8+'%+)7%!(.=$)+C$%+()'3!'(>,%+>,'!+%!+'!%#,!'$>,!$=,)72!
4+%#!8+99,.,)%!5.(=.$>'E!!
!
D5"'$+3$3'+11$#((6(6$+#$7-/&$+#0(#'-&7C$
• W($*!(9!),4!<,.'+()!+'!>(.,!$77,''+-+*+%2!9(.!7+%+C,)'!!
• M#$)=,!(<,.!4+**!-,!8(),!+)!X,-.6$.2!FPOFE!!A)!'5.+)=!$.,!5*$))+)=!$)!
$8<,.%+'+)=!$)8!5.(>(%+()!7$>5$+=)!9(.!+%E!
• "$)%!%(!+)7(.5(.$%,!>(.,!,$.*2!7#+*8#((8!',.<+7,'!$)8!.,'(6.7,'!!
• "$)%!5$.,)%'!%(!-,!$-*,!%(!,$'+*2!$77,''!%#,!+)9(.>$%+()E!!
!
!
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!"#$%&'#%("))&*&+!!,-&&
.)/$#01$2&34(("#5&
!
67$8#5&9&4/1:1/5&;&275&4<$&/71<&"==#8">7?&
• "#$%&'#(!)*!+)',!-.!)!/-0+'#1#2*&3#!4)24!)**#**0#2,!!
• 5#6),#(!1-7!,-!/-2(%/,!&,8!*%'3#9!-.!-'4)2&:),&-2*!/)2!6#!/1);;#24&24!
6#/)%*#!(-2<,!=2-7!71-!,-!*#2(!&,!,->!&.!-2#!+#'*-2!-'!)!4'-%+!*1-%;(!
/-0+;#,#!&,?!
• 5#/&(#(!,-!*,)',!7&,1!@2,#'2#,!*#)'/1>!.-;;-7!%+!7&,1!+1-2#!/);;?!A)*!)!0-'#!
#..&/&#2,!7)9!,1),!(&(2<,!7)*,#!-'4)2&:),&-2*<!,&0#?!!!
• B&,9!*%++-',!*,)..!(#3-,#(!0)29!1-%'*!,-!,1#!&2,#'2#,!*#)'/1!)2(!.-;;-7!%+!
/);;*!!
!
@7"/&>7"::$)A$<&%1%&"&<4#0$5&=8<$?&
• B1);;#24&24!(),)!,-!4),1#'8!-'4)2&:),&-2*!'#)/1>!)2(!)0-%2,!-.!
.%2(&24C'#*-%'/#*!!
!
B82&1<&/7$&1)0$)/8#5&4<$%?&
• D#2,!-%,!,1#!+)**7-'(!,-!*/1--;*>!9-%,1!/-24'#**!E4-3#'20#2,F>!G!-.!HI?!!!
• D-0#!+#-+;#!=2-7!,1),!)!+)+#'!3#'*&-2!&*!&2/;%(#(!&2!-%'!4)24!)**#**0#2,!
'#+-',!E.);;>!JKLKF?!!!
!
@75&1<&/7$&1)0$)/8#5&="A$&="<<28#%&=#8/$>/$%?&
• 5&(2<,!7)2,!*-!0)29!+#-+;#!%+(),&24!,1),!&2.-'0),&-2!7-%;(!4#,!
/-0+'-0&*#(!-'!(#;#,#(!M!,1#'#<*!2-!)(0&2&*,'),-'?!!
• N#,,#'!,-!=##+!&,!,-!=2-72!)4#2/&#*!!
!
B82&C4)%$%?&
• O)(!6##2!+'-0&*#(!*#)'/1)6;#!7#6*&,#!.'-0!I),&-2);!P)24!B#2,#'!E.#(#');;9!
.%2(#(!,#/12&/);!)**&*,)2/#!+'-3&(#'F!6%,!2#3#'!'#/#&3#(>!*-!*,)',#(!-72?!!!
• @23#2,-'9!7)*!.%2(#(!,1'-%41!Q..&/#!-.!R%3#2&;;#!R%*,&/#!)2(!5#;&2$%#2/9!
S'#3#2,&-2?!!!
!
@7"/&>7"::$)A$<&%1%&584&C">$&1)&A$//1)A&1/&4=&")%&8CC&/7$&A#84)%?&
• D,)',#(!7&,1!-2;&2#!,#0+;),#!6%,!&,!6#/)0#!#T,'#0#;9!/;%2=9!,-!#2,#'!,1#!
(),)!!
• H-3#(!&,!,-!UT/#;!,-!%+(),#>!,1#2!6)/=!,-!V//#**!.-'!%+;-)(&24>!6#/)%*#!#)*&#'!
,-!#2,#'!(),)?!
• U2(!%*#'!#T+#'&#2/#!&*!*-0#,&0#*!)!/1);;#24#!7&,1!V//#**!(),)6)*#*?!!
• !
!
@7"/&28#D$%&C8#&584&8)&/7$&1)0$)/8#5&")%&27"/&%1%)E/?&
• A-'=#(8!1#;+#(!/&,9!&(#2,&.9!*#'3&/#!4)+*?!P--(!,-!&(#2,&.9!%+!.'-2,!71),!
9-%'!+%'+-*#!&*!&2!*,)',&24!)2!&23#2,-'9?!
• 5&(2<,8!7)*2<,!)2!-24-&24>!/-2*,)2,;9!%+(),#(!&23#2,-'9>!*-!&2.-'0),&-2!
6#/-0#*!*,);#!$%&/=;9?!!
• @,<*!)!1%4#!&23#*,0#2,!,-!0)=#!)2!&23#2,-'9!*#)'/1)6;#!)2(!#)*9!,-!%*#!

!
B82&%1%&1/&F$)$C1/&/7$&>8((4)1/5&G%1%&>8((4)1/5&">>$<<&/7$&1)C8H?&&@78&4<$<&
1/&")%&C8#&27"/?&
• @(#2,&.&#(!*#'3&/#!4)+*!E4)24W)..&;&),#(!9-%,1F!)2(!*%60&,,#(!+'-+-*);*!,-!,'9!
,-!.&;;!,1#0?!!I-7!J!2#7!+'-4')0*!.%2(#(!,1'-%41!QRRSS!)2(!U;;&*-2*!-..&/#!
)*!)!'#*%;,?!!!
!
@7"/&1(=">/&7"<&1/&7"%?&
• @*!%*#(!2-7!)*!)!;&6')'9!,1),!*,)..!-//)*&-2);;9!/1#/=!.-'!'#.#'#2/#?!
!
@7"/&1<&</1::&)$$%$%&1)&584#&1)0$)/8#5?&
• @.!7#!&2,#2(!,1&*!,-!6#!)//#**&6;#>!2##(*!'#*-%'/#*!)2(!0-2#9>!&(#);;9!.'-0!
.#(#');!4-3#'20#2,?!!X1#9!/-%;(!0%;,&+;#!/&,&#*!-2!-2#!7#6*&,#!)2(!0)=#!&,!
*#)'/1)6;#>!7&,1!#)/1!/&,9!'#*+-2*&6;#!.-'!%+(),&24!,1#&'!-72!&2.-'0),&-2?!!
HI1#;+?&2.-!&*!)2!#T)0+;#!-.!,1&*!)++'-)/1>!,1-%41!&,!&*!6'-)(#'!,1)2!9-%,1?!
• Y-%,1!(-2<,!);7)9*!;&=#!,-!*#)'/1!(),)6)*#*>!+'#.#'!,#T,&24>!.)/#6--=>!-'!
+1-2#!)++*?!!I##(!,-!6#!&22-3),&3#?!
!
@7"/&%8&1)0$)/8#1$<&)$$%&1)&A$)$#":?&
• I##(!,-!6#!-2;&2#>!*#)'/1)6;#>!%+!,-!(),#!
• I##(*!,-!6#!)!/-2*,)2,!*,'#)0!-.!.%2(&24!.-'!,1#!&2.')*,'%/,%'#!
• I##(*!,-!6#!+'&2,)6;#>!7&,1!)6&;&,9!,-!0)=#!/%*,-0&:#(!;&*,*?!
!
!
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!""#$%&'(()#*#+(,)-#!.)/("#0'%1#
2")%'3/%1#4,556'7#
!
8-%('7#9#,)/:/)7#;#1-7#,<%#)-/<#6=='(6.->#
• "#$%$!&'(!'!%$')!*$(+%$!,-!.+/*!-0,!&#',!1-0,#!&'/,$*!'/*!,-!,%'+/!,#$2!,-!
.+/*!+,3!'(!)$'*$%(#+4!*$5$)-42$/,6!!
• 7)(-!'!%$')!/$$*!,-!.+/*!-0,!&#',!&'(!8-+/8!-/!+/!9-220/+,16!!
• :+8#,!8$,!*+..$%$/,!+/.-%2',+-/!+.!;+*(!'(;!,#$!<0$(,+-/(!+/(,$'*!-.!'*0),(6!
• =-0,#!&$%$!$24-&$%$*!&#$/!-%8'/+>',+-/(!&'/,!,-!?$!+/9)0*$*!+/!,#$+%!
4%-@$9,6!
• =-0,#!&$%$!$24-&$%$*!&#$/!,#$1!)$'%/!,#$1!9'/!-%8'/+>$!'/*!*-/A,!/$$*!
#'5$!,-!#'5$!$5$%1,#+/8!4%-5+*$*!.-%!,#$26!!
• =-0,#!)$'%/$*!#-&!,-!,');!,-!-,#$%(3!#-&!,-!,#+/;!(,%',$8+9'))1!'?-0,!&#',!
,#$1!&'/,!,-!'99-24)+(#3!'/*!,#$1!)$'%/$*!,#',!(-2$,+2$(!4$-4)$!*-/A,!
.-))-&!,#%-08#!&#$/!,#$1!('1!,#$1!&+))6!
• B%-9$((!$/9-0%'8$*!+/5-)5$2$/,!+/!1-0,#!'9,+5+,+$(!?1!C+,1!C-0/9+)!2$2?$%(6!
!
?(1#@(#7(,#<%)#,=#6"@#)-%"#<,<)6/"#)-%#/"A'6<)',.),'%#6'(,"@#)-%#/"3%")('7>##
B-(#56"6C%<#/)D#1-(#A%%@<#/)#.(")%")#6"@#,=@6)%<#/)>###
• D'5$!/-,!(0(,'+/$*!-%!04*',$*!+,!'(!-.!1$,!!
• E/+5$%(+,1!9-/(0),'/,!'/*!B'2!:9F%+*$!',!=CF!*+*!9--%*+/',+/83!4)'//+/83!
,%'+/+/83!'/*!(,%',$8+>+/86!!!
!
B-6)#1('E%@#6"@#1-6)#@/@"F)>#
• G,!&'(!'!9+,1H&+*$!2'44+/8!4%-@$9,3!%$'9#+/8!2'/1!/$+8#?-%#--*(6!!!
• :'4(!/-,!9-/(+(,$/,!?$9'0($!$'9#!'%$'!#'*!+,(!-&/!8%-04!'/*!'44%-'9#6!!!
!
8/5%:/"%#
I4$/,!,&-!1$'%(!&-%;+/8!-/!,#+(!4%-@$9,J!4)'//+/83!,%'+/+/83!9-))$9,+/8!*','3!40,,+/8!
,-8$,#$%3!2'44+/8!+,3!4%+/,+/8!,#$!2'4(6!!
!
G('#G,')-%'#2"A('56)/("#
I$$!&#+,$!4'4$%!$5')0',+-/!-.!,#$!4%-@$9,6!!!
!"#$%&'()*$+",-(./0"#1$23((
4'2$05*$,(.67780&((
!
!
9",(+"(&"6(3$2(6/(8'+(2:$'(36328*'(2:$(*';083206#260$(80"6'+(2:$(*'5$'2"0&<((
):"(78'8=$3(*2-(,:"(;$$+3(*2(#"'2$'2(8'+(6/+82$3(*2<(((
• "#$%&'(!($#)*+!,$-!.#+/01!*-#*0-!2$#.!#$(,'&3,/&#'+!45"678!9,.*2&$-8!
:#1+!,';!(&$0+!90):8!-/9<=<!!!
• 7+%-;!#$(,'&3,/&#'+!/#!+-';!&'!+)$>-1!$-+*#'+-+!/#!?*$#9%-/+<!
• @'!+*$&'(8!?*$#9%-/+!+/,22!*)/!,00!&'2#!&'8!A,+!,!0#/!#2!A#$%<!!!
• BC-$-D+!,!0&'%!/#!-,9C!*$#($,.D+!A-:+&/-!E!'#/!;-/,&0-;!&'2#!#'!?*$#9%-/+!
&/+-02<!!!
• F#A!?*$#9%-/+!&+!0##%&'(!,/!+-//&'(!)*!,!'-A8!&.*$#>-;!,';!.#$-!)+-$!
2$&-';01!A-:+&/-8!AC-$-!#$(,'&3,/&#'+!9,'!)*;,/-!/C-&$!#A'!&'2#<!!!
• @2!#$(,'&3,/&#'+!;&;'D/!$-/)$'!+)$>-1+8!?*$#9%-/+!;&;'D/!9,00!,';!9C,+-!/C-.!
;#A'!:-9,)+-!/C-$-!A,+'D/!-'#)(C!+/,22!/&.-!
• G,+/!+)..-$!.,;-!*$#($,.!()&;-+!#2!/C&'(+!(#&'(!#'!/C,/!+)..-$<!?-'/!
C,$;!9#*&-+!2#$!+9C##0+!/#!)+-<!
• H,*-$!+)$>-1+8!2,9-!/#!2,9-!&'/-$>&-A+8!-.,&0+<!
!
>6'+*'=(8'+(3206#260$<(
• I&22-$-'/!*0,9-+8!:-9,)+-!;&22-$-'/!($,'/+!;#!;&22-$-'/!/C&'(+<!!!
• ?#.-!($,'/+!/C$#)(C!7)(+:)$(!6#00-(-<!!
• ?#.-!.#'-1!2$#.!J-00#((!K#)';,/&#'8!",00,9-!K#)';,/&#'<!!
• I&$-9/#$!&+!C#)+-;!&'!?,&'/!H,)0!H,$%+!,';!L-9!I-*/8!,';!,++#9&,/-!&+!
-.*0#1-;!:1!7)(+:)$(8!A&/C!,'#/C-$!'-/A#$%!#$(,'&3-$!C#)+-;!,/!M,%-$!
L-9$-,/&#'!9-'/-$<!!!!
• K$&-';+!#2!/C-!G&:$,$1!&+!,!2&+9,0!C#+/8!/C-1!A$&/-!($,'/+<!
• N,>-!,!9#..)'&9,/&#'+!*0,'!+#!#'9-!A-:+&/-!&+!)*;,/-;!/C-1D00!*)+C!#)/!,!
:&(!*$#.#/&#'!9,.*,&('!,(,&'<!!
!
9",(+"(&"6(63$(2:$(*';"(*'(2:$(*'5$'2"0&<(
• B$1&'(!/#!(-/!&'2#8!?*$#9%-/+!+/,22!.,;-!9#..)'&/1!9#''-9/&#'+!,';!:)&0/!,!
'-/A#$%!/#!#/C-$!#$(,'&3,/&#'+<!!
• M)&0;&'(!,!'-/A#$%!+/$-'(/C-'+!,00!*$#($,.+!!
!
):82(#:8%%$'=$3(+*+(&"6(;8#$(*'(=$22*'=(*2(6/(8'+(";;(2:$(=0"6'+<(
• ?/<!H,)0!0&:$,$&-+!;-+&('-;!/C-!9)$$-'/!A-:+&/-!,';!/C,/!0,:#$!A,+!C-0*2)0<!!
• BC-!A-:+&/-!&+'D/!*-$2-9/!:)/!,/!0-,+/!&/!&+!+)**#$/-;!,';!,!+/,$/<!!@/!;#-+'D/!
C,>-!(##;!2&0/-$+!2#$!/C-!)+-$8!0&%-!,(-!2&0/-$+<!!
• O-//&'(!#$(,'&3,/&#'+!/#!2&00!&/!#)/!,';!+-';!:,9%!/C-!+)$>-1+<!!@'!/C-!
:-(&''&'(!*-#*0-!;&;'D/!%'#A!AC,/!?*$#9%-/+!A,+<!!
• H,$/&9&*,/&#'!0->-0+!0##%!;&22-$-'/!;-*-';&'(!#'!/C-!*$#($,.8!C,$;!/#!
9#.*,$-<!
!
!
!
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):82(,"01$+(;"0(&"6("'(2:$(*'5$'2"0&(8'+(,:82(+*+'@2<(
• U'0&'-!;#-+'D/!,0A,1+!A#$%!2#$!->-$1#'-8!:)/!*$&'/-;!()&;-+!9,'!:-!
#>-$AC-0.&'(!/##8!-+*-9&,001!2#$!0&.&/-;!Q'(0&+C!*$#2&9&-'91!)+-$+<!
• @2!#$(,'&3,/&#'+!A,'/-;!/#!:-!&'>#0>-;!/C-1!9#)0;8!V)+/!:1!*$#>&;&'(!/C-&$!
&'2#<!!!
• ?*$#9%-/+!9)$$-'/01!C,+!;&22-$-'/!0->-0+!#2!&'>#0>-.-'/8!+)9C!,+!*,$/&9&*,/&#'!
&'!,'!WWR*,$/'-$!;,/,:,+-<!!
• ?*$#9%-/+!/$,9%+!,!:$#,;!$,'(-!#2!#$(,'&3,/&#'+8!->-'!C#)+&'(!#$(,'&3,/&#'+<!!
• N,$;-+/!*,$/!&+!/C,/!#$(,'&3,/&#'+!,';!*$#($,.!9C,'(-8!AC&9C!&+!;&22&9)0/!/#!
/$,9%!:)/!,0+#!C,$;!AC-'!/$1&'(!/#!:)&0;!,!'-/A#$%!A&/C&'!/C-!9#..)'&/18!
/$1&'(!/#!2#+/-$!*-$+#',0!9#''-9/&#'+<!!
• N,>-!*$#($,.!0#9,/#$!#'!A-:+&/-<!!N-0*2)0!:)/!'#/!/C-!:-+/!/##0<!!F#A!
A#$%&'(!#'!,!'-A!#'-!/C,/!&+!.#$-!)+-$!2$&-';01<!H,$-'/+8!1#)'(!*-#*0-8!
*$#>&;-$+!9,'!*)/!&'!,;;$-++8!,(-8!,';!;&+/,'9-!2$#.!C#)+-!,';!&/D00!*)00!)*!
*$#($,.+<!!!
!
9",(+*+(*2(A$'$;*2(2:$(#"776'*2&(B+*+(#"776'*2&(8##$33(2:$(*';"C<(():"(63$3(
*2(8'+(;"0(,:82<(((
• L-*#$/+!,$-!/C,/!*,$-'/+!,';!#$(,'&3,/&#'+!)+-!&/<!!!
• I#'D/!C,>-!#22&9&,0!A-:+&/-!C&/+!#$!+/,/&+/&9+!1-/<!
• ?*$#9%-/+!,0+#!*,$/'-$+!A&/C!/C-!+9C##0!;&+/$&9/!#'!;,/,!9#00-9/&#'!,';!*&0#/-;!
,!9&/1A&;-!;,/,:,+-!/C&+!2,00!A&/C!WW!*,$/'-$+!AC#!9,'!)+-!/C-!;,/,:,+-!/#!
/$,9%!/C-&$!#A'!*$#($,.+<!!BC&+!,00#A+!/C-.!/#!/$,9%!/C-&$!,//-';,'9-8!
;-.#($,*C&9+8!*$#($,.!9C#&9-+8!,';!+9C##0!*-$2#$.,'9-!#2!*,$/&9&*,'/+!,/!
,'!,(($-(,/-!0->-0<!6,'!+--!&2!#)/R#2R+9C##0!,9/&>&/&-+!C-0*!+9C##0!
*-$2#$.,'9-<!@2!,/!0-,+/!WX!%&;+!&'!,!*$#($,.8!9,'!(-/!,(($-(,/-!;,/,<!BC,/!
;,/,:,+-!C#)+-;!,/!"&0;-$!,';!#'01!)+-+!,(($-(,/-!;,/,!:-9,)+-!#2!*$&>,91!
&++)-+<!!
!
):82@3(:8//$'$+(2"(8##$33(D(858*%8A*%*2&(2"(/0"=0873('",(2:82(8'(*'5$'2"0&(*3(
858*%8A%$(E(*3(63$(";(2:"3$(8#2*5*2*$3(*'#0$83*'=<(
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Partnership of Virginia Department of
Social Services, the Council of
Community Services, the Family
Resource and Referral Center, The
link is
Planning Council, the United Way of
Central Virginia, and the United Way http://www.211virginia.org/211provider/consu
of Greater Richmond & Petersburg
mer/index211.do

2-1-1 Virginia

Capitol Area
Workforce
Investment Board

City of Mountain
View, CA

partnership of
businesses and
schools

Have document (*2011YAPFINALCOPYMountain View-Appendix-J_pg108), link is
http://www.mountainview.gov/documents/201 static document, no
updates.
1YAPFINALCOPY.pdf

Have document (_Hanover Career Guide.pdf),
link to guide is
http://www.hanovercareers.org/Magazines/20
Hanover Career Student
11_Magazine.pdf
Resource surveys local
Link to organization is
http://www.hanovercareers.org/student.htm businesses
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MNhelp.info - Youth
Resource Advisor

State of MN, Mnhelp.info, MN Board
on Aging

link is
http://youth.minnesotahelp.info/resourcenavig MN Board on Aging,
ator/
mba@state.mn.us,

MN Board on Aging

Includes a providor portal
where agencies can sign in
to keep information up to
date:
https://www.minnesotahel
p.net/en/mn/cgibin/hub intro.asp
State of MN

MNhelp.info - Project C3

have screen shot of Youth Corner, link is
www.mnhelp.info/public, click Youth Corner or
go directly to
http://www.mnhelp.info/Public/default.aspx?s
e=youth

State of MN, PACER
Center,
C3@c3online.org,
888-248-0822

PACER Center (a Parent Training and
Information center for families of
youth with disabilities,. Minnesota
Department of Employment and
Economic Development's (DEED)
Vocational Rehabilitation program,
link is http://www.c3online.org/for entry
and MN Department of Education.
portal, or http://c3.ilivehere.info/resources for Anyone can add a
Administrative support provided by
resource
DEED's Office of Youth Development . more specific info on resources

Partnership of MN Department of
Health’s Statewide Health
Improvement Program (SHIP), MN
Board on Aging, and
MinnesotaHelp.Info. For help contact
youth.corner@state.mn.us, (651) 431
MNhelp.info - Youth Corner 4714.

Kentucky Child
Now!, UK
Cooperative
Extension

Have PowerPoint presentation on project
(KentuckyNewVision), link to audio conference
is http://www.forumfyi.org/node/243, link to
Kentucky Child Now!, UK Cooperative PowerPoint is
static presentation, no
updates
Extension
forumfyi.org/files/KentuckyNewVision.ppt

Kentucky Youth Policy
Assessment

Partnership of Hanover Industrial Air
Hanover, VA Career
Student Resource's Student Park Business Association (HIAPBA),
E-Career Guide
and Hanover County Schools

City staff, "challenge team" of
residents, and 2009-2011 Youth
Advisory Committees

City of Mountain View
Youth Action Plan Report,
pg 9-12 on "Youth
Population Profile" and
appendix J on pg 108-113

grants

link is
County of Chesterfield.
http://www.chesterfield.gov/eservices/youthse Organizations can contact County of
rvices/agency.aspx
the county to be included. Chesterfield

Have document (*DISTRICT-Inventory-CA
Homeless Youth Project.pdf), link is
http://cahomelessyouth.library.ca.gov/about.h point-in-time survey, no
tml
updates.

Chesterfield County, VA
Department of Youth
Planning and Development
Guide to Services
County of Chesterfield

California Research Bureau, the
California State Library, and New
America Media

Capitol Area Workforce Investment
Board

California Homeless Youth
Project, Sacramento, CA

static document, no
updates

Have document
(*FinalYouthServicesInventoryReportCapitol Area.pdf)

how funded

agencies can add or
update their information
with a password-protected Statewide
partnership
login

who updates

document / link

started by/ managed by/
updated by

Youth
Program/Opportunities
Inventory or Asset
Mapping
Capitol Area Workforce
Investment Board (Youth
Council) - Workforce
Development & Related
Services Program

online

online

online

PowerPoint
presentation

online and
paper

addendum as
part of larger
paper report

online

paper, with
background
information
online

online, or by
dialing 2-1-1

Thirteen element: Plan Profile,
Determine Your Needs, Housing, Jobs,
Health, Transportation, Community
Connection, Legal Advice, Money
Management, Education, Pregnancy
and Parenting, Next Steps, Finished
Plan

map shows location of services and
programs.

Simple headings such as "what are you
looking for"?

3 interns collected data for a year,
primarily from 11 sources.

how it helps communities / who
is served

A video was created as a result of
the project:
http://cahomelessyouth.library.ca.g
ov/Videos/DVD/voices01.html

Washington DC area

notes

Can search the site under many
catagories, designed to make searching
easier, but they are all over the
webpage and not user intuitive on
statewide youth
where to look.

maybe break Mnhelp.info down into
component parts - Youth Resource
Advisor, Project C3. Launched in
2001.

Nice layout, comprehensive,
readiblle, easy to navigate, seems
to have a lot of resourece, can
update yourself. Nice.

The assessment is an effort of the
Kentucky Youth Development
Partnership’s (KYDP) desired result for
promoting positive youth development TJ Delahanty, Pilar Corbellini, Robin
Harris, Jonathan Bryant, 2005
policies at the state and local levels.

formed by businesses and schools to
promote career opportunities among
high school students and graduates in
Hanover County

Shows viewers what programs are
within proximity of their home or
school on the map.

because it is linked to county website,
it is likely to be around for a long time

Homeless youth provided policy
direction and insights from inside
homelessness.

serves all members of the public,
including those without internet
access via telephone access.

some entries on the main page appear
duplicative, if a user clicks on things to
do, they are taken to a completely
different page with a different design
which appears to be unaffiliated - some
consistant branding could help.
statewide youth

Shows aggregate data on youth
programs, but not specifics on any one
program, therefore not useful for youth
or families as a resource, more for
policy makers and organizations

Requires login to access the e-guide.
Assumes high school students are
college bound.

Addresses provided, but not contact
information or details on programs.

Not specifically youth-focused, graphics
and options might not appeal to youth
Programs that primarily or exclusively
serve former foster youth are not
included. Although this population is at
high risk for and represents a large
segment of the overall homeless youth
population, research shows that the
majority of homeless youth have been
missed by the system and are therefore
ineligible for these services.
Without the direct link to the guide, it
does not seem intuitive for users of the
county's website to find their way to the
youth services guide. Users can't
search by parameters such as age or
location.

static document, has not been updated excellent resource of hundreds of
since 2005
possibly opportunitites

weaknesses

After filling out 13 category answers in
"Youth Resource Advisor", it gives you list
of websites for each of these
subcatagories. Is helpful way to break it
down so not overwhelming and targeted.
You can create an account to save searches
and sign in to get them later again. After it
gives you a "plan" you can save it and sign
in later to see again, or download it as a
pdf. Identifies for you which programs are
After get list of websites in "Youth
Must create a profile to use the Youth
within Hennepin (or other) County and
Resource Advisor", that list has phone and which are outside, based on the zip code
Corner "Youth Resource Advisor" which statewide youth - can search by zip
you entered for your home address.
code
website links but little other information
feels neither private nor fast.

Can register to save searches but not
required to use the website

Found over 100 state programs, lists where
programs housed, how funded. Focused on
policy related to programs.
Simply laid out, direct and easy to use.
Once click on a resource, provides
characteristics about it such as when
programs available and what ages it
serves, also provides phone number and
web link. Includes real-time map, able to
search by youth characteristics including
age, language, foster child, chemically
dependent, etc. Has button for "add a
resource". Includes transportation
information.

youth must create a login to access the E- Direct connections to employers with
guide.
expressed interest in hiring youth.

youth population profile, stats,
questionnaire, survey, input sessions,
community outreach session,

Users at the home page can search
according to agency, or select from a drop
down menu of services offered, or select
only programs that accept volunteers.
website is clean and quick

Sections on housing, education, jobs,
transportation, money management,
community connections, health care,
and legal issues. Links to: Youth
Resource Advisor (make own resource
plan), Project C3 (Connecting Youth to Serves as home page listing several
topics, as well as links to a searchable
Communities and Careers), iSeek
(education and employment resources) database of services and programs.

bill of rights, developmental assets, list
of city amenties, and youth and teen
services map. Inventory catagories:
activities, after-school activities, at-risk
and youth intervention, health, middle
& high schools, youth jobs &
leadership, youth sports and leagues;
school performance, health & safety,
and population challenges
lists information on busienss
employment and internship services for
youth. Includes description of the
business, the number of full-time and
part-time employees, requirements for
jobs in that field, opportunities and
incentives available for students and
high school graduates, and contact
information
a snapshot of statewide resources,
supports & services for young people
ages 8-24. Sorted into catagories:
youth development, prevention,
intervention, education. The
assessment covers programs and
services for state fiscal year 2004 (July
1 2003 to June 30, 2004).
About Us
resource list/map/search
Employment
Transportation
Education
Health
Things To Do
Community Living
Families
Best Practices for Serving Youth
Just for Youth: Think it, See it, Do it

Information includes narrative on the
organization's purpose, its services,
eligibility requirements, hours of
operation, contact information, fees.

surveyed every district in the state

a statewide point-in-time survey of
programs providing services
and supports to unaccompanied
homeless youth between the ages of 12 street-outreach survey, focus groups by
youth of homeless youth
and 24.

has detailed info on each identified
program or opportunity, including contact
info

strengths

Very user friendly, with just 3 steps on the
home page, with clean graphics. Target
population variable is clearly marked.

approaches used

ID'ed 250 possible youth-serving orgs
from internet service directories.
Statewide inventory of several types of
services for all ages. Users can access
youth-specific services by choosing
"Adolescents/Teens" under the "Target
Catagories listed include: after-school Population" step (out of 3 steps). Users
programs, tutoring, mentorship
can search under several catagories,
programs, family resource centers,
including arts/culture/ recreation,
protective services, counseling, early
education, employment, food/meals,
childhood learning programs, child care mental health addiction, and
transportation.
referral centers, and recreation

online/paper elements included
For youth ages 14-21. Tutoring, alt
education, work experience,
occupational skill training, leadership
development, mentoring, guidance &
paper
counseling, special programs

Appendix J: Youth
Inventory Matrix

page 50
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Minneapolis Youth Coordinating Board link is http://youth.ycb.org/find help/

Youth Action Crew Project

Youth Coordinating Board
Online Youth Resources
Youth Coordinating Board

Hennepin County
(Richfiled, Brooklyn Park),
and Minneapolis Youth
Action Crews (Camden,
Have Minneapolis document (*YAC-Evaluation Longfellow, Northeast,
Report final), maps for some subgroups. Link others) collected
information through
to YCB is http://youth.ycb.org/. Link to Uof
interviews and research,
MN youth development is
http://www1.extension.umn.edu/youth/. Link and worked with adults to
create and publish maps of
to Hennepiin county report at
http://www.tricitypartners.org/enews/CYACrep services available in their
ort.pdf
neighborhoods.

Partnership that evolved over time of
Youth Work Institute, the UofMN,
Minneapolis Youth Coordinating
Board, Hennepin County, and metro
cities. Rebecca Saito and her husband
R. Delroy Calhoun, Howland Endowed
Chairs at the University of Minnesota,
worked with five youth from the
Whittier neighborhood in South
Minneapolis to create the first YAC
map in 2004. City-wide endeavor of
two year process managed by Pam
McBride of Minneapolis Youth
Coordinating Board and _____ of the
U of MN. Hennepin County
coordinated Brooklyn Park & Richfield
YACs (known as CYACs). Carver
County launched county-wide YACs

Stairstep Foundation

paper, online

online. You
can also sign
up to receive
updates via
email.

online, also in
Minneapolis
gang
assessment
report 2010

paper report

online

City of Minneapolis

online

includes calendar and list views, with a
short narrative and link to the program
for more information.
short narrative and link to program
itself.

Youth-focused design of maps is engaging,
information comes from or is verified by
youth themselves, sometimes youth are
more willing to share information with
other youth which can result in greater
insight into community resources.
Organization is already networked with a
number of youth who are aware of its
website as a link to resources. Easy to
use.

Lists resources under several catagories
including culture-specific ministry, prison
ministry, and a section on services for
children/youth. Under each entry is a list Includes a resource list of phone numbers
of information including pastor's name,
in the back, including crisis lines and city
denomiation, and community served.
information lines.

Easy-to-use search feature, with pared
down choices that aren't overwhelming.
Will target by age range, type of program,
location, and time of year. Includes
information on free community circulator
buses, because transportation is often a
challenge for youth. Do not need to live in
Saint Paul to utilize the service, any
address can be entered in the search
terms.

Simply a list of linkes, without
searchable information in one location.

not online so information becomes
outdated almost as soon as the maps
are printed.

Possibly out of date. Does not indicate if
programs are open to people outside of
the congregation or denomination.
Only includes progams at Stairstep
Foundation His Works United churches

organizations can't update their own
information, so it is possible it is out of
date, or else places a huge time
commitment on Sprockets staff to
maintain. Users are unable to pull up a
list of all programs offered, so if they
don't know the address they will be at,
they cannot search for programs.

Not publically accessible. Requires
password with likely limits users to
organizations and agencies, rather than
youth and parents themselves.

Website supported by national agency, so
functionality and capacity are both good.
Agencies can update information
themselves, so theoretically it should be
recent.

Online database displayed as both
alphabetical list and as matrix organized
according to age groups. Includes
contact info, program type, goal, services
provided, income restrictions, voluntary
vs. involuntary, daily client load, area of
service, and risks addressed.

Crews of youth interviewed agencies and
other youth to gather information, then
worked with adults to create and
distribute maps.

notes

pg 27-32

Easy to use.

Studies of youth show that one of the
greatest barriers to youth
engagement is lack of awareness of
programs that are available. This
appraoch directly tackles that problem
with a creative solution.

residents of Hennepin County, do not
need to be a member of a
participating church for many services
offered.

Includes information on Minneapolis
Parks' youth bus for transportation.

A YAC curriculum was developed by
Saito, McBride, Griffin-Wiesner &
Gilgen in 2009 and can be used by
other communities to replicate
results. It includes more than just a
mapping component. Hennepin
county YACs called CYACs for
"community youth action crews"

the youth-focus of the website's text
and images makes it clear that they
are addressing a youth audience.
This is reinforced by the facbook realtime comment feed included on the
website.
Subtitle is "Find What Moves You"

Allows organizations and agencies to
track programs available in their
neighborhood, provides additional
resources on risk factors and planning
strategies to prevent youth and gang
violence.

provides general overview for
organizations and policy makers

Some non-youth focused organziations
have been included, such as firms that
indicate they employ adults. Youth in
Home page is extremely simplified.
provides basic information for local
Iowa probably don't care about
Several states are represented which is
organizations that have self-identified
useful for organizations looking to connect. programs offered in Alaska or Colorado. as serving youth.
Minnesota is not currently included

no details given on specific programs

Text and images are oriented towards a
youth audience, though parents and
organizations will find it a useful search
tool as well.

how it helps communities / who
is served

makes people generally aware of
programs for youth in their
small brochure, no contact info or map, community and refers them to a realusers must go online to get details.
time website for more details.

weaknesses

generalized research on programs
available, personal interviews with several overview of services available for youth in
organizations
North Minneapolis

Maps vary but most include a basic
map of the neighborhood, including
parks, schools, restaurants and other
locations that agencies provided and
youth said they frequent.

Section on youth services includes day
care, after-school programs, camps,
mentoring, and tutoring. Includes list
of phone numbers for crisis lines, legal
aid society, counseling and other
services not necessarily youth-focused.

includes contact info, program type,
goal, services provided, income
restrictions, voluntary vs. involuntary,
daily client load, area of service, and
risks addressed.
includes program finder (searchable)
and community calendar. Sections
include: Academics & College-prep,
Healthy Lifestyles, Career, Community
Action & Leadership, Spirituality,
Science & the Environment, Creative,
Sports & Recreation, Culture-focus,
Other. Also includes contact
information, link to map, narrative
description, link to program website,
cost and scholarship information,
languages, ages, time frames, and type
of program.

licensed daycare facilities, park & rec
facilities, school-based teen and early
childhood programs, community
programs

strengths

Partnership created brochure with list of
youth services and programs in the area.
PocnonoInfo is a general services
inventory database, but can be searched
under the "targeted populations" feature. small brochure for easy reference and
A search of "youth" returned 89 results.
distribution

approaches used

Lists resources in 18 states (but not
Minnesota). A aample search of all
Users select a state and location, then
services in Des Moines, IA returned 531 choose from several variables before
results.
receiving a list of resources.

online/paper elements included
The brochure contains only the name
and sponsor of services. For detailed
information users must go to
PoconoInfo online and conduct a
search. At PoconoInfo details include
Include a narrative description,
territory, contact info, hours, program
types, ages, and affiliated programs or
paper
organizations with web links.

Youth crews
created and
distributed
15,000 paper
maps. Orignal
intention was
for a
searchable
Minneapolis Youth
Coordinating Board, online
database but
The McKnight
one has not
Foundation, the
yet been
University of MN,
Hennepin County.
developed.

Original publication
indicates intention to make
information available on a
website, along with a form
for agencies to provide
updated information, so
updates can be published
monthly. Website link
currently does not
function, so 2009
publication is a "snapshot State of MN,
document, of a point in
Stairstep His Voice
time.
United churches.

Sprockets staff, who
completed outreach the
first time, and now are
preparing for another
outreach period following
updates to their current
website. "Network
Organizers" from the
have screen shot, link
YMCA and Augsburg's
www.sprocketssaintpaul.org, Facebook page: Center for Democracy and Travelers and the
http://www.facebook.com/SprocketsSaintPaul, Citizenship are Sprockets W.K. Kellogg
no downloadable report
staff.
Foundation

have document (Stairstep Foundation), link is
http://www.co.hennepin.mn.us/files/Hennepin
US/HSPHD/Community%20Services/Family%2
0Healing%20and%20Restoration%20Network/
Partnership of Stairstep Foundation
FHRN%20Files/FamilyHealingStairstepFoundati
His Works United churches, Hennepin onHWU2009CRD.pdf. Original link listed in
County Human Services, and Public
document doesn't seem to work:
Health Department
www.hennepin.us/fhrn.

St. Paul Sprockets

Non-profit youth-serving
organizations, the Saint Paul Public
Library, Saint Paul Parks and
Recreation and the Saint Paul Public
Schools contribute their expertise and
staff time. This inventory grew out of
the Second Shift Commission
established by St. Paul mayor Chris
Coleman in 2006 to develop out-ofschool ways to enhance youth
learning.

anyone with link and
password, including
schools, agencies,
organizations

Have document (NOMI assets2006report.pdf),
link is
http://www.unpmn.org/pdf/asset_mapping_06 static document, no
/assets2006report.pdf
updates

North Minneapolis Asset
Mapping and Indicators for
2006 report - Youth &
Childhood Assets
University Northside Partnership

Bureau of Justice Assistance and the
Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, Office of
have document from 2010 (OJJDP Gang
OJJDP Strategic Planning
Tool - Community Resource Justice Programs, U.S. Department of Assessment_Report-Appendix A pg 92), also
Justice.
online link & psswd
Inventory

link is
http://communityyouthmapping.org/default.as Academy for
p
Educational Development

National Community Youth Academy for
Educational Development
Mapping Project

Academy for
Educational
Development
University Northside
Partnership, UofMN
Office for Business
and Community
Economic
Development
Bureau of Justice
Assistance and the
Office of Juvenile
Justice and
Delinquency
Prevention, Office of
Justice Programs,
U.S. Department of
Justice.

United Way of Monroe
county. Organizations can
contact United Way to add
or update information on United Way of
the list.
Monroe County

Monroe County, PA Youth
Partnership of United Way of Monroe
Program Inventory Project, County, Pocono Alliance, and
and PoconoInfo
Community Partners of the Poconos

how funded

who updates

document / link

started by/ managed by/
updated by
Have document (*Inventory Publication
Monroe County), link to project brochure is
http://unitedwaymonroe.org/newnewinner.cfm
?siteid=94&itemcategory=39358&priorId=393
54&pid=0.
Link to PoconoInfo is
http://poconoinfo.communityos.org/taxonomy
/taxonomy overview.taf?taxonomy id=41404

Youth
Program/Opportunities
Inventory or Asset
Mapping
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